EcoStruxure Fire Expert Orientation Map
Map visualization and fire element operation with minimum effort

Esmi Sense FDP panels and EcoStruxure Fire Expert online solution let you optimize
efficiency in your business. With Fire Expert you can online monitor and manage your fire
systems with your PC, smartphone, or tablet anytime anywhere. To better meet the needs
of users, the new Fire Orientation Map has been added to Fire Expert.
The Fire Orientation Map makes possible the localization, visualization and operation of
the fire elements. The Orientation Map license gives immediately the overview of the fire
elements’ status and visualize data effectively and user friendly. There is no need for any
additional software installation, the feature is part of EcoStruxure Fire Expert. For tablets
13.7 iOS and HD resolution device is minimum requirement. Mobile phone support will be
released later.
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EcoStruxure Fire Expert Orientation Map makes fire element
status information clear and more intuitive
EcoStruxure Fire Expert Orientation Map license makes
possible the floor plan visualization of your building.
Only upload a map/floor plan which can be any svg, jpg
or png format image. From the addresses and zones tree
view you are able to see the active fire elements. The fire
elements may also be placed to floor plans according
their position in the installation. The users only need to
drag and drop the fire elements or icons onto the area to
start populating the floor plan. To operate the fire elements user just need to select them from the floor plan.

The Fire Orientation Map follows the plug-and-play philosophy and the users
avoid the usual pre-tasks like programming, configuration and trainings. The zone
and addresses tree view and fire elements placed on the floor plans present an
clear view of the controlled elements. It is convenient to see information visually
and you can deal with the issues both quickly and efficiently. The Orientation Map
help users to make better decisions.

Fire Orientation Map license (FFS00704006) features;
• Fire elements localization
• Clear tree view for the fire elements
• Icons available for different element types
• Status presentation
• Disablement and enablement (require additional license)
- A timer is available for setting the time frame for disablements.
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